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Abstract. The author gives a broad class of inverse theorems on mathematical programming problems, where the 

objective function is either a recursive function with strict IDcreasingness or a recursive function with strict decreasing

ness, and so is the constraint function. It is also shown that the optimal-value functions of main and inverse problems 

can be expressed by the successive use of some nonlinear operators dermed in this paper. Each expression is based 

upon either BeJlman's Principle of Optimality or its modified principle. Further each inverse theorem accompanies 

an example. 

1. Introduction and summary 

Recently the author has established INVERSE THEOREMS I, 11 AND III IN DY

NAMIC PROGRAMMING [3,4,5,6]. In those theorems both objective and constraint 

functions satisfy dynamic programming structure, that is, they are recursive 

functions with strict "increasingness". 

This paper studies a braod class of inverse theorems on mathematical pro

gramming problems, where the objective function is either a recursive function 

with strict increasingness or a recursive function with strict "decreasingness" 

and so is the constraint function. 

In Section 2 we define both recursive function with strict increasingness 

and recursive function with strict decreasingness, Considering 5 pairs of main 

and inverse problems having these functions as the objective and constraint 
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Inverse Theorems on Recursive Programming 95 

functions, 5 inverse theorems associated .ri th the corresponding pairs are es

tablished, respectively, like as in [5]. 

Section 3 is devoted to proofs of inverse theorems. 

In Section 4, given 2-variable functi.ons f and g we define important op

erators T(f;g), S(f;g), P(f;g) and Q(f;g). Each operator maps one class of 

continuous and strictly monotone functions into another. According to the mo

notonicity in 2-nd variable of f and g, pairs (T(f;g), S(g;f)), (P(f;g), P(g;f 

)) and (Q(f;g), Q(g;f)) preserve an inverse relation in Iwamoto sense [3,4,5, 

6], respectively. Moreover, it is shown that the optimal-value functions of 

main and inverse problems can be expressecl by the successive use of these op

erators, provided the objective function i.s either a recursive function with 

strict increasingness or a recursive one .ri th strict decreasingness and so is 

the constraint function. These expressions are immediate consequences from 

Bellman's Principle of Optimality [1,2,3,11,12] and its modified principle [9, 

10,12]. 

The last section illustrates an ex~)le of each inverse theorem. 

2. Inverse theorems 

This section deals with N-variable (N~2) problems except a pair of main 

and inverse problems studied extensively by the author [3,4.5]. In this paper 

the omitted pair is denoted by Main Problem I and Inverse Problem I or simply 

by MP I and IP I. 

Throughout the paper we shall use the following notations [3.4.5.6.8] : 

For d < e, <d,e> denotes an arbitrary interval in the real line RI. Let E be 

the Cartesian product of intervals <~.ek> l~k~,N. namely. 

E <dl,e l > x <d2.e2> x ••• x <~,eN>. 

A continuous function f : E ->- RI is called the recursive function * on E if 

it is expressed as follows : 

f(xl.x2'···'~) = fl(xl;f2(x2;···fN_l(~_1;fN(xN))···)). 

* Our definition of recursive function is slightly different from definition of 

recursive function in mathematical logic. See also [la]. 
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96 S.Iwamoto 

tinuous. Here note that range(fk ) 

f k+l )} l~k~N-l, and range(fN) = {y 

{z z = fk(x;y), (x,y) E<dk,e
k

> x range( 

y = fN(X), x€<dN,eN>}. A recursive func-

tion f on E is called the recursive function with strict increasingness (resp. 

decreasingness) on E if each fk(X;') (l~k~N-l, x=<dk,ek» is strictly increas

ing (resp. decreasing) and fN is strictly increasing. 

In this paper "monotone" denotes "either increasing or decreasing". For 

example, a strictly monotone function denotes either a strictly increasing 

function or a strictly decreasing function. 

If h : <a,b> --+ <c,d> is an onto continuous and strictly monotone func

tion, then so is the inverse function h-l : <c,d> --+ <a,b>. This is an ele

mentary result in mathematical calculus. If f : X --+ Y and g : Y --+ Z are 

functions, we denotes by gof X --+ Z the composition 

(gof)(x) = g(f(x)). 

First. we consider a pair of main and inverse problems as follows 

MP I' 

IF I' 

Maximize f(ul(xl ). u2 (x2 ) • •••• uN(xN)) 

subject to (i) g(x
l

.x2 .···.xN) ~ c 

(ii) (x
l

.x
2
.···.x

N
)EE 

Minimize g(vl(Yl)' v2(Y2)' •••• vN(YN)) 

subject to (i)' f(yl'y2.··· 'YN) ~ c 

(ii)' (yl.y2 ... ••yN)€E. 

Here f : E --+ <a,S> and g : E --+ <a.b> are onto recursive functions with st

rict decreasingness on E. u
k 

<dk.e
k

> --+ <dk.ek> is an onto continuous and 

strictly monotone function for l~k~N-l. ~ : <~,eN> --+ <~.eN> is an onto 

continuous and strictly increasing function. and v
k 

is the inverse function to 

~ for l~k~N. 

Second, let us consider four pairs of main and inverse problems as follows 

MP II (resp. 11') Maximize f(ul(x l ), u2(x2). "', ~(xN)) 

subject to (i) g(xl ,x2 '···.xN) ~ c 

(ii) (x
l

,x
2

•• ... X
N

)EE 
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IP 11 (resp. 11') 

and 

MP III (resp. Ill') 

IP III (resp. Ill') 

Inverse Theorems on Recursive Programming 

Maximize g(vl(Yl)' v2(y 2), ••• , vN(YN)) 

subject to (i)' f(yl'Y 2'···'YN) ~ c 

( ;i)' ( )'-E ~ Y 1 ,Y 2' ••• ,Y N = , 

Minimize f(Ul (xl)' u 2(x2), ••• , uN(XN)) 

subject to (i) g(xl ,x2 ,···,xN) ~ c 

(ii) (xl,x2,···,~)EE 

Minimize g(vl (y1 ), v2(Y 2)' ••• ,vN(YN)) 

subject to (i)I f(Yl'Y 2'···'YN) ~ c 

( ii)' ( ),.. E Yl 'Y 2'···'YN = , 

97 

where f : E --+ <a,S> and g : E --+ <a,b> are onto recursive functions with 

strict increasingness (resp. decreasingness) on E, '\: : <dk,ek> --+ <~,ek> is 

an onto continuous and strictly monotone j~nction for l~k~N-l, uN : <dN,eN> --+ 

<dN,eN> is an onto continuous and strictlJ" decreasing function, and vk is the 

inverse function to '\: for l~k~N. 

Then we have Theorem X which establishes an inverse relation between MP X 

and IP X, where X = I', 11, 11', Ill, Ill'. 

THEOREM X, (i) MP X has an onto continuous and strictly monotone optimum

value function U : <a,b> --+ <a,S> and an optimum-point function (x~,x;, ••• ,X;) 
: <a,b> --+ E if and only if IP X has an onto continuous and strictly monotone 

optimum-value function U-l <a S> --+ <a"b> and an optimum-point function (ul * -1 * -1 * -1 oxloU , u2ox2
oU , ••• , uNoxN0U ) : <a,il> --+ E. 

(ii) IP X has an onto continuous and strietly monotone optimum-value function 
"A A 

V : <a,S> --+ <a,b> and an optimum-point j~nction (yl ,y2,··· YN) : <a,S> ->- E 

if and only if MP X has an onto continuous and strictly monotone optimum-value 
-1 ( "-1 /\ function V : <a,b> --+ <a,S> and an optimum-point function vIOYloV • v2OY 2 -1 A_I 

oV , ••• , vNOYN0V ): <a,b> --+ E. 

Note that according to X "monotone" becomes either "increasing" or "decrea

ing" and "optimum" does either "maximum" or "minimum". These correspondences 

are immediate from the structure of MP X and IF X. 
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98 S. Iwamoto 

3. Proofs 

This section gives proofs of theorems stated in Section 2. Note that in 

each theorem (i) is equivalent to (ii), and that in (i), (ii) "if" part can be 

proved by the same method as "only if" part. Therefore we shall prove only " 

only if" part of (i) in each theorem. 

3.1. Proof of Theorem I' 

* * * Let U and (x
l

,x2""'xN) be a continuous and strictly increasing maximum-

value function and a maximum-point function. Then we have for any fixed c Eo < 

a,b> 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Now assume that 

* * * g(x1(c), x2 (c) • •••• ~(c)) = c' < c 

in (3.2). Then the strict increasingness of U implies 

(3.3) U(c') < U(c). 

* * * On the other hand. since (xl(c), x 2(c), "', xN(c)) is a feasible solution of 

MP I' wi th c' : 

we have 

Hence (3.1) yields that 

U(c') ~U(c). 
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Inverse Theorems onRecursive Programming 99 

This contradicts (3.3). Therefore 

(3.4) * ~(c)) = c. 

A * 
Let Y n = un oxrt• Hence (3.4) and (3.1) yield 

A. A AA 

f(yl(c). Y2(c) • •••• YN(c)) = U(c). 

.... A 
Let V(c) be the infimum-value of IP I'. Since (Yl(c). Y2(c). 

feasible solution of the minimizing pr601em : 

subject to (i)I f(yl.Y 2 .···'YN) ~ U(c) 

( ii) I ( ) E Y 1 ,Y 2" •• ,Y NE. 

we have 

V(d) ,~c. 

where d = u(c)e<a,8>. If V(d) < c. then we may without loss of generality 
~ ~ ~ 

choose (Yl(d), y
2
(d). "', y(d)) in E such that 

~ It ~ 
g(vl(yl(d)), v2(y2(d)), "', vN(YN(d))) = V(d) < c 

A A ft 
f(yl(d). Y2(d) • ••• ; yN(i)) = d. 

** ~ By replacing x (c) = v (y (d)) for ~n,~N. (3.9) and (3.8) reduce to n n n 

** , ~(xN (c))) = d 

** ** ** g(x
l 

(c). x2 (c), •••• xN (c)~ < C. 

Let 

** ** ** g(x
l 

(c). x 2 (c) ••••• xN (c)) = c" < C. 

Then the strict increasingness of U implies 

(3.10) U(c") < U(c). 

** ** On the other hand. since (xl (c). x2 (c), ** ~ (c)) is a feasible solution 
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100 S.lwamoro 

of MP I' with C" 

we have 

That is, 

U(c").;;. d = U(c). 

'Ibis contradicts (3.10). Therefore we have for c E. <a, b> 

V(U(c)) = c 

and (Yl(U(c)), Y2(U(c)), "', YN(U(c))) is a minimum-point of the problem (3. 

5), (3.6), (3.7). This implies that V = U- l is a continuous strictly increas-

* -1 * -1 * ing minimum-value function of IP I' and that (uloXloU , u 2°x20U ,"', uNoxN 

oU-l ) is a minimum-point function of IP I'. This completes the proof. 

3.2. Proofs of other theorems 

The proofs are similar, mutatis mutadis, with the proof of Theorem I'. 

4. Operator expressions of optimal-value functions 

In this section we define fundamental operators ~(f;g), S(f;g), P(f;g) 

and Q(f;g) for given recursive functions f,g with monotonicity on F = <dl,e
l

> 

x <d2,e2>. By decomposing MP X (resp. IP X) into subproblems MP X(N-n) (resp. 

IP X(N-n)) l~n~N, we will find that a successive use of above operators yields 

a continuous and strictly monotone optimal-value function of MP X (resp. IP X), 

where = 11, Ill, I', 11', Ill'. 

DEFINITION. Let f F -+- <a.,a>, g F --+ <a,b> be onto recursive func-
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Inverse Theorems on Recursive Programming 101 

tions with monotonicity on F. Let u : <d2,e2> --+ <d2,e2> be an onto continu

ous and strictly monotone function. Then functions T(f;g)u, S(f;g)u, P(f;g)u 

and Q(f;g)u : <a,b> --+ <a,S> are defined (if they exist) by 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

and 

(4.4) 

respecti vely. 

T(f;g)u(c) = Max f(x, u(y)), 
g(x,y).5..C 
(x,y) E-F 

S(f;g)u(c) Min f(x, u(y)), 
g(x,y)~c 
(x.y) 6 F 

P(f;g)u(c) Max f(x. u(y)). 

Q(f;g)u(c) 

g(x.y)2.c 
(x.y)e-F 

Min f(x. u(y)), 
g(x.y).5..C 
(x.y) EF 

As for the properties of T(f;g). S(f;g). see [3.4.5]. The reader will 

find that according to the strict monotoni,~i ty in the 2-nd variable of f, g 

each operator maps one class of continuous and strictly monotone functions into 

another •. Note that S(g;f)v. P(g;f)v and Q(g;f)v are also defined by (4.2). ( 

4.3) and (4.4). respectively. where v is the inverse function to u. Moreover, 

under some appropriate conditions, pairs (:?(f;g)u, P(g;f)v), (Q(f;g)u, Q(g;f)v) 

become inverse functions each other like as a pair (T( f;g)u, S(g;f)V), respec

ti vely. The detailed analysis of the former pairs is omitted, since it is simi

lar to one of the latter pair [3,4,5]. 

Throughout the remainder of this section we shall use the following nota

tions : Given a recursive function 

h(Zl'Z2.···. ZN) = hl(zl;h2(z2;"'hN_l(ZN_l;hN(zN))"')) 

on E <dl,e l > x <d
2

,e
2
> x ••• x <dN,eN>, lye define h n (l~n':;'N) by 

h n (zn ,zn+l" .. 'ZN) = h n (Zn;hn+l (Zn+l;' • 'hN_l (zN_l ;hN( zN) ) ••• )) . 

Clearly hn(zn,zn+l'oo. 'ZN) is also a recur:isve f:.mction on <dn,e n> x <dn+l,en+l > 

x ••• x 
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102 S. iWOTnotO 

hl (Zl,Z2"",ZN) = h{zl,z2"",ZN)' 

It will be clear from the context whether a function h is considered h (z;w) 
n n 

or hn(zn,zn+l""'ZN)' Further, given a 2-variable function h = h(x;y):<a,b>x<c,d> 

-- t, we define for x E. <a,b> I-variable function h
X 

: <c ,d> - If by 

Let us now consider subproblems of problems discussed in Section 2. First 

we define (N-n)-subproblems of MP 11, IP 11, MP III and IP III as follows 

For l~n~,N 

MP II(N-n) 

IP n(N-n) 

MP III(N-n) 

IP III(N-n) 

Max f (u (x ), u l(x +1)' ••• , lL.(XN)) n n n n+ n ~ 

Max gn(vn(Yn)' vn+l(yn+l ), ••• , vN(YN)) 

s . t. (i)' f n (y n ,Y n+ 1 ' ••• ,Y N) ~ c 

Min fn(un(xn ), un+l(xn+l ), ••• , uN(xN)) 

s.t. (i) gn(xn,xn+l""'~) ~ c 

Min gn(vn(yn ), vn+l(yn+l ), ••• , vN(YN)) 

s.t. (i)' fn(Yn,yn+l ,,,' ,YN) ~ c 

On the other hand, according to either oddness or evenness we define sub

problems of the problems I', 11' and Ill' as follows : 

For n 0 dd (resp. even), where 1.:~.n~N 

MP I' (N-n) 

s .t. (i) g (x ,x l'''''XN) < (resp.~) c n n n+ = 
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IP I' (N-n) Min (resp. Max) gn(Vn(Yn)' vn+l(yn+l ), VN(YN) ) 

s.t. (i) , fn(Yn'Yn+l,""YN) ~ (resp. ~) c 

(ii) , Yk e <dk ,ek> n~k~N, 

MP II' (N-n) Max (resp. Min) f(u(x), un+l (xn+l ), ... • uN(xN) ) n n n 

s.t. (i) g (x .x +l.···.xN) > (resp. n n n = ,i) c 

(ii) ~e: <~.ek> n~k~N. 

IP II' (N-n) Max (resp. Min) gn(vn(yn ), vn+l(Yn+l ). vN(YN) ) 

s.t. (i) , fn(Yn.Y n+l •• ... yN) ~ (resp. ~) c 

(ii) , ykE. <~.ek> n~k~N. 

MP III' (N-n) Min (resp. Max) fn(Un(xn ) , un+l (xn+l )· ~(~)) 

s .t. (i) gn(xn.xn+l.···'xN) ~ (resp. ~) c 

(ii ) ~e. <dk.ek> n~k~N. 

IP III '(N-n) Min (resp. Max) gn( vn(y n)' vn+l(Yn+l )' vN(YN) ) 

s.t. (i) , fn(Yn.Yn+l.···.YN) ~ (resp. ~) c 

(ii) , YkE <~.ek> n~k~N. 

Note that (N-l)-subproblem is identical with the 

the parameter c of MP X(N-n) (resp. IP X(N-n)) ranges 

range(f )), where X = II. III, I', II' and III'. Of 
n 1 

original problem and that 

over the range(gn) (resp. 

course, range(f ) and range 
n 

(gn) are intervals of R • 

Let us define uN- n 

the optimum-value of MP X(N-n) 

the optimum-value of IP X(N-n) 

, if they exist. respectively. where X = II. III, I', II', III'. Here note that 

according to X and n "optimum" means either "maximum" or "minimum". For exam

ple. uN-n(c) denotes the maximum-value of MP II(N-n) for n=1.2,···.N. On the 

other hand. vN-n(c) denotes the minimum-(resp. maximum-) value of IP I'(N-n) 
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104 S.Iwamoto 

for n odd (resp. even). 

The usual dynamic programming analysis [1.2.3.9.10.11] combines both (N-n)

and (N-n-l)-subproblems as follows 

THEOREM IV (BELLMAN'S PRINCIPLE OF OPTlMALITY) 

x 
MP II (resp. In) uN-.~(c) = Max (resp. Min) f (u (x );uN-n-l((g n)-l(c))) 

n n n n 

MP II. IH 

IP n. III 

XnE.<dn .en> 

x 
(gn n)-l( c ~range( gn+l) 

uO(c) fN(uN(g;l(c))) 

vO(c) = gN(VN(f;l(c))) 

PROOF. Follow the same line as in Proposition 3.2 of [3]. 

On the other hand. the recursive programming analysis [9.10p.378. 12 p.44] 

yields the following version of Bellman's principle for the problems I'. 11' and 

Ill' : 

THEOREM IV' 

IP I'. Ill' 

x 
Max (resp. Min) f (u (x );uN-n-l((g n)-l(c))) 

n n n n 

x 
(gnn)-l(c)~range(gn+l) n = odd (resp. even) l~n~N-l 

n = odd (resp. even) l~n~N-l 
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IP II' 

Yn 1 
( f ) - (c lE. range (f +1) n n 

n = odd (resp. even) l~~N-l 

MP III' 

n = odd (resp. even) l~~N-l 

MP 1',11',111' 
o 

U (c) 
-1 

fN(uN(gN (c))) 

IP 1 ' ,11', Ill' 
o v (c) -1 

~(vN(fN (c))) 

PROOF. A more generalized fOI'm of this theorem has been stated and proved 

by the author [9]. 

Further we may restate Theorems IV and IV' in terms of operators defined 

by (4.1) -- (4.4). 

COROLLARY. The optimum-value functions of MP X, IF X can be represented 

by the successive use of the modified operators as follows 

* * * 0 MP II P(fl ;gl)P(f2;g2) p( f N_l ;gN_l)u 

IP II " "-P(gl;fl )P(g2;f2) " 0 
P(gN_l;fN_l)v 

* * * 0 MP III Q(fl ;gl)Q(f2;g2) Q(fN_l;gN_l)U 

A "- A 0 
IP III Q(gl;fl )Q(g2;f2) Q(gN_l;fN_l)v 

* * * * MP I' T(fl ;gl)S(f2 ;g2)T(f3;g3)S(f4 ;g4) * 0 (fN_l;gN_l)U 

" "- " " " 0 IP I' S(gl;fl )T(g2;f2 )S(g3;f3)T(g4;f4) (gN-1 ;fN_llv 

* * * * * 0 MP 11' P(fl ;gl)Q(f2 ;g2)P(f3 ;g3)Q(f4;g4) (fN_l;gN_l)U 

IP 11' 
A " A " 

P(gl;fl )Q(g2;f2)P(g3;f3 )Q(g4;f4) 
,.. 0 

(gN_1;fN_l )v 

* * * * * 0 MP III' Q(fl ;gl)P(f2;g2)Q(f3;g3)P(f4 ;g4) (fN_l;~N_l)U 

" ,.. A A A 0 
IP 111' Q(gl;fl )P(g2;f2)Q(g3;f3 )P(g4;f4) (gN_l;f'N_l)v 
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106 S. /wamoto 

* A , where f (x;y) = f (u (x);y), gn(x;y) n n n 
g (v (x);y) 

n n 

and Vo = -1 gNovNofN • 

PROOF. These are immediate consequences from Theorems IV and IV'. 

Note that the corollary tells us that for N even (resp. odd) the maximum

value function of MP I' is expressed by 

* * . * * T(fl ;gl)S(f2;g2)T(f3 ;g3)S(f4 ;g4) * ° S(fN_l;gN_l)u 

(resp. * * * * T(fl ;gl)S(f2;g2)T(f3 ;g3)S(f4 ;g4) 

The similar interpretation is valid for IP I', MP 11', IP 11', MP Ill' and IP 

Ill'. Moreover, by Theorems IV and IV'. we have an algorithm to obtain both 

optimum-value function and optimum-point function of MP X and IP X, where X = 

11, Ill, I', 11' and Ill'. The algorithm for the cases X = I, 11 and III is 

the usual dynamic programming algorithm. On the other hand, the algorithm for 

the cases X = I', 11' and Ill' is the recursive programming one. Nevertheless, 

inverse theorems are free from this algorithm, since they claim that the solu

tion of one (main) problem is transformed into the solution of the other (in

verse) problem in an inverse sense. 

5. Examples 

In this section Example X denotes an example of Theorem X, where X = I' , 

11, Ill, 11', Ill'. We sketch an outline of each example. The author has 

given a full detail of it [7J. 

EXAMPLE I' Let us consider a pair of N-variable problems as follows 

MP I' 
Xl 

Maximize ----------~~----------x2 1+2 -----....:;...---
x3 

1+2 ----":....----
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subject to (i) 

IP I' 

(ii)' y > 0 n-

Then the objective function f = f(Xl ,x2,···,xN) of MP I' is a recursive func

tion with strict decreasingness on R+N, because we may choose f (x'y) = _x __ 
n' 1+2y 

l~n.:;.N-l, fN(y) = y. Similarly, letting gn(X;y) = l:Y l~n~N-l, gN(Y) = Y, the 

constraint function g = g(yl ,y 2,""YN) of MP I' is also a recursive function 

N with strict decreasingness on R+, A successive use of inequality 

l( x ) < _x_ <..2!..... 
2' l+y - l+2y - l+y 

yields the inequality 

( 5,1) 
xl 

x
2 

~ 

1+2 1+ 

1+2 
x3 

1+ 

1+ ~-l 1+2xN 

xl N 
x2 

on R+ 

x3 

1+ 
x

N
_

l 
l+xN 
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108 S.lwamoto 

The sign of equality holds if and only if xl = 0 or x2 = O. The inequality ( 

5.1) shows us the following solutions of main and inverse problems MP I' has 

a continuous and strictly increasing maximum-value function V(c) = c and a maxi-

* * * * * mum-point function (xl(c), x2(c), "', xN(c)), where xl(c) = c, x2(c) = 0 and 
* xn(c) is arbitrary for 3~n~N. IP I' has a continuous and strictly increasing 

A " minimum-value function V(c) = c and a minimum-point function (Yl(c), Y2(c), •• 
A A A n 

", YN(c)), where Yl(c) = c, Y2(c) = 0 and Yn(c) is arbitrary for 3~n~N. It 

is obvious that V-I is a continuous and strictly increasing minimum-value func-

I ( * -1 * -1 * V-I) . .. . t f t' f tion of IP I and xloV ,x
2

0 V, xN0 lS a mlnlmum-poln unc lon 0 

IP I', and that V-I is a continuous and strictly maximum-value function of MP 

'" 1 '" -1 "-1 I' and (yloV- ,y2oV , •••• yNoV ) is a maximum-point function of MP I'. 

This fact is also a direct application of Theorem I' . 

EXAMPLE II Let us consider the following pair 

MP II 

IP II 

Note that 

Maximize 

subject to (i) 

(ii ) 

Maximize 

(ii) I 

1 

x > 0 
n 

v > 0 • n 

xlx5+x2x5+x3x5+x4x5+1 

1 

(e (0,00)) 

(e(o,oo)) 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

is a recursive function with strict increasingness on (0,00)5, where (O,oo)n = 

(0,00) x (0,00) x ••• x (0,00) (n factors). Then by dynamic programming analysis 

[1,2,3,12] MP II has a continuous and strictly decreasing maximum-value func-

15 * * * * * tion U(c) = (5C) and a maximum-point function (Xl (c), x2(c), x
3
(c), x4(c), x5 

1 1 1 1 
(c)) = ("5c' 5C' 5C' 5C' 5c). IP II has a continuous and strictly decreasing 

maximum-value function V(c) 
1 ~ ~ 

= ---1-- and a maximum-point function (Yl(c), Y2(c), 
5c /5 

.... "" 1/5 Y3(c), Y4(c), Y5(c)) = (c , Of course, Theorem II 

holds true in this problem. 

EXAMPLE III Let us consider the following pair of N-variable problems 

MP IH Min 

s.t. 

N q 

L ~ 
n=l n 

x n 

(ii) 

N Pn 
IT x < c (e (0,00)) 

n=l n = 

x > ° n 

IP IH Min 
N P 
IT n Yn n=l 

s .t. (i)' 

(ii) , 

N q 
\ .....£..... < c (E. (0,00)) [, t = 

n=l n 
Yn 

Y n > ° l~,n~N 

where Pn' qn and tn are positive for l~n~N. Then usual dynamic programming 

analysis [1,2,3,11] yields the following solutions : MP III has a continuous 

and strictly decreasing minimum-value function U and a minimum-point function 
* * * (xl ,x2,'" ,xN), and IP III has a continuous and strictly decreasing minimum-

value function V and a minimum-point function (Yl'Y2""'YN)' where 
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U(c) 

* ~(c) 

V(c) 

Note that 

UoV = yoU = I, where r(x) = x on (0,00), 

* "A * 
xnoV = Yn ' ynoU = xn 

This completes Example Ill. 

EXAMPLE 11' Consider the following pair of main and inverse problems 

MP Il' Max L 
x 

s.t. (i) ~~ c (E (0,00)) 
;C+Y 

(ii) x > 0, Y > ° 
This is the case when 

IP Il' 
1 

Max ll -+
x Y 

s. t. (i)' ....! > c 
xy-

(ii) , x > 0, Y > 0. 
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and <a,S> = <a,b> = (0,00). 

It is easily verified that MP 11' has 

ximum-value function U(c) = __ 1_ and a 
4c 2 

a eontinuous and strictly decreasing ma-

* * maximum-point function (x (c), y (c)) = 

1 
(2c, 2C)' and that IP 11' has a continuous and strictly decreasing maximum-val-

1 ~ ~ 1 1 
ue function V(c) = -- and a maximum-point function (x(c), y(c)) = (- , --) 

2~ ~ ~ 
Note that 

* * UoV = YoU = I, x = ulox aV, y vloxoU, Y 

Therefore, Theorem 11' holds true. 

EXAMPLE IIl' Let us consider the following pair 

MP IIl' M" 1 ln ; + y 

s.t. (i)!.< c (G(O,oo)) 
y= 

(ii) x > 0, y > ° 

IP IIl' Min xy 

s.t. (il' l + l < c (E.(0,00)) 
x y= 

(ii)' x > 0, y > ° 
1 1 

This is the case when the other elements except for fl(x;y) = ; + y , gl(x;y) 

= ~ are the same ones as in (5.2). MP Ill' has a continuous and strictly de
y 

o * creasing minimum-value function U(c) = ~"and a minimum-point function (x (c), 
Ic~ * - 1 Y (c)) = (I c, -=). IP Ill' has a continuous and strictly decreasing minimum-

Ic 
4 " 1\ value function V(c) ="""2 and a minimum-point function (x(c), y(c)) 

c 
Since (5.3) holds true in this problem, 1'heorem Ill' holds true. 
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